The difference between my generation and that of my grandparents

i. Communication

My grandparent's generation communicated through the use of smoke drums, trumpets, ululation and sending of a messenger from one place to another while our generation communicates through the use of mobile phones, computers and other forms of social media.

ii. Worshipping

My grandparent’s generation worshiped different gods and in holy places such as shrines while in our generation, most of us worship one God though there are still some who worship gods. Worshipping in our generation is mainly done in special areas called church.

iii. Shelter and clothing

In my grandparent’s generation, the shelter was mainly mud and grass ached houses while in our generation, we stay in buildings made of bricks and iron sheets. Clothing in my grandparent’s generation was mainly from skin hides while in our generation, clothing is from manufactured clothing materials such as cotton.

iv. Food

My grandparent’s generation mainly used food from hunting and gathering while in our generation food is mainly from manufactured sources such as bakeries and beverages.

v. Teaching place

My grandparent’s generation was taught under trees while our generation is taught in buildings called classes.